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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 
This report was commissioned in August 2019, by Visual Arts South West 
(VASW) to examine youth visual arts provision within the membership areas 
and regions covering Bristol, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Gloucestershire, 
Hampshire, Somerset, Wiltshire and new membership areas (Portsmouth, 
Southampton and the Isle of Wight) in order to consider the potential for a 
more strategic, youth arts provision across the South West that develops 
skills and talent for young people aged 13-25 regardless of their socio-
economic background.  
 
Over three months, the review was carried out through online 
scoping/interrogation of provision within the membership areas, targeted 
telephone interviews/consultations with individuals/organisations (for list of 
participants see end of summary), a consultation workshop during the VASW 
Future Proof conference in September (which included young people and 
member organisations) and discussions with Gold Arts Award candidates 
associated with the Arts Award Leadership Network led by Artswork. 
 
In addition, a final national strategic review will be carried out and included 
within the final report from current best practice presented at the Engage 
international conference, Unlocking Potential: A Cultural Entitlement for 
Children and Young People (5-6 November 2019). This is to be further 
enhanced and referenced through the Arts Council England Draft 10 Year 
Strategic Plan 2020-2030. The purpose of the national overview is to provide 
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the report with strategic reference points both in terms of best practice and 
validate recommendations. 

2. Research Findings Overview 
 
The research draws attention to the fact that youth arts provision is highly 
varied, targeted at different age ranges, backgrounds and either provided as 
one-off workshops and projects or longer-term programmes. These longer-
term programmes are often embedded within the overall programming of 
organisations as part of a focus on young people, community development 
and socially engaged practice. During in-person member telephone 
consultations, notable longer-term prgrammes have included those from 
Creative Youth Network, Rising Arts Agency (Bristol), Take A Part (Plymouth), 
Young Curators (Tate St. Ives) and Platform graduate programme (Asepx 
Gallery Portsmouth). An online review of youth arts provision has also 
highlighted these organisations and programmes.  
 
Similarly, during the youth arts provision workshop hosted at the VASW 
Future Proof Conference in September, this was also reinforced in terms of 
areas of best practice. It is important to note however, that the research was 
limited from conducting an online member survey so acknowledges that 
programmes caputured within the review are not exhaustive and provide a 
snapshot of the VASW membership regions. 
 
Across the region, a review of best practice demonstrates key success 
factors to the long-term overview of these youth arts programmes which 
includes:  
 

• supporting young people to develop their interests in particular areas 
of the arts over time 

• situating programmes in the heart of communities/places where 
young people are, not just in arts venues 

• specialist support for vulnerable and marginalised young people which 
embeds youth/community work expertise along with artistic practice 

• enabling young people to develop their creative practice led by 
professional artists with access to artistic media (including studio time) 

• funding/commissioning opportunities for young artists 
• mentoring with professional artists 
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• accreditation opportunities (for example, Arts Award)  
• development opportunities in socially engaged practice 
• career opportunities (careers days/events, internships, 

apprenticeships, entry level careers within organisations and 
workshop facilitation/support roles) 

• curatorial development and;  
• exhibition opportunities for young people both in the community and 

arts venues 
• representation of young people on steering groups 

 
Feedback from organisational members and young people who participated 
in the consultation workshop during the VASW Future Proof conference 
reinforced areas of current best practice, key factors of success whilst 
identifying gaps and potential future of visual arts provision for young people. 
In summary, feedback showed that future provision could incorporate:  
 

• Intergenerational programmes – that involve 
parents/carers/siblings/grandparents as part of the process in making 
of work by young people but also by the way it is showcased/projected 
to the public. 

• A move away from white cube gallery culture, to pop-up street art 
• More commissions for young artists that is genuinely inclusive 
• Different formats of funding applications that specify what is involved 
• More oranisations like Rising Arts Agency – Creative Youth Network – 

having more advice from professionals – ‘a way in’ – signposts to 
opportunities and people – mentoring. 

• More transition opportunities between ‘engagement’ and ‘progression’ 
whilst having them both as deliverables. 

• Consistent and continual platform for transitional for ‘emerging’ to 
‘emerged’ at/for all ages. 

• Different approaches to work experience/careers, for example: “A Day 
in the Life” experiences – arts managers, curators, financial/project 
management, for 14-16 years. 

• Town City Council support for young people’s initiatives – peppercorn 
rents for extended periods, giving them the chance to flourish. 

• Young Arts Council (under 25s) 
• Demystify “arts speak” – what does it mean? Too many acronyms. 
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• Collaborative working across organisations to showcase work by cyp 
on a National level – to raise aspirations and ambitions. 

• Open, accessible and inclusive high street schools for the arts. 
 
‘Other ideas’ identified within the workshop highlighted the need for more 
holistic and centralized approaches to embedding and supporting youth arts 
with reference made to organisations such as Creative Youth Network and 
Rising Arts Agency. For example comments included:  
 

Expansion of Rising Model for mentoring between senior 
managers/directors and young people in the sector; Youth led 
(genuinely) programmes – exhibitions curated and programmed by 
young people; Someone in each gallery being a mentor for young 
artists; Provide space in our galleries and venues for young people to 
meet, make and show work; Allow children and young people to have 
more ‘takeover’ opportunities in galleries and online social media. 

 
 
A Note on Cultural Education Partnerships and Bridge 
Organisations 
 
Within the VASW geographic areas, there are ten (identified at the time of 
commission) cultural education partnerships covering the former Arts 
Council England South West boundaries and five in parts of the South East 
regions: Bournemouth and Poole, Portsmouth Cultural Education Partnership, 
Southampton Cultural Education Partnership, Isle of Wight Cultural Education 
Partnership (Lift the Lid on Island Culture) and Hampshire Cultural Education 
Partnership.  
 
The VASW geographic locations also have two Arts Council England Bridge 
Organisations, for children young people and the arts: Real Ideas 
Organisation, RIO (covering the South West) and Artswork (covering the 
South East within the CEP areas identified). Whilst this report does not review 
all of the CEPs and Bridge Organisations, it identifies some programmes that 
may be of note for the development of a strategic youth arts provision for the 
South West. For example, Lift the Lid on Island Culture, which integrates 
young people within the programming and commissioning of artists works in 
areas of the Island. Artswork’s Portsmouth Creative Skills Programme and 
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Artistic Creative Enterprise Programme. The Portsmouth Creative Enterprise 
Programme supports the creative development of young care leavers through 
a menu of different artistic sessions which embeds Arts Award and work-
placement opportunities. The ACEP programme supports young people to 
develop their young people’s creative practice as artists and arts leaders. 
Within the wider scope of future developments for VASW, there are 
opportunities for further consultation and resourcing with the CEPs and 
Bridge Organisations drawing on specialist expertise. 
 
Based on the review of current best practice and insight research, the report 
makes eight key recommendations: 
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3. Recommendations 
 
The following recommendations are underpinned by advice that VASW 
should consider sourcing areas of funding which further supports and future 
proofs visual youth arts provision by: 
 
3.1 Developing a Youth VASW Steering Group  
(of young people that represent each of the regions and diversity) to build on 
this report and develop a VASW strategic youth arts programme (could be a 
young VASW?). Need to identify why a focus on the visual arts and not 
combined or with other art forms.  
 

3.2 Piloting the creation of VASW Youth Community 
Hub/s Networks  
in the target areas of each region – in communities, different places, not just 
in galleries. This could be achieved in collaboration with the organisations 
previously identified, to further the support of an aligned, collective offer to 
develop artist talent and growth across the VASW network. Place is a big 
issue in the SW so location and place-based relevance of of Hubs needs to be 
considered carefully in terms of what each Hub programme will look like and 
opportunities for digital reach/networking. 
 

3.3 VASW Youth Hubs/networks establish and appoint 
associate artists/arts organisations (including arts 
organisation NPOs and Libraries)  
by way of support and part of steering group that genuinely connects young 
people with opportunities in the visual arts. 
 

3.4 Scoping into further support and resourcing with 
some of the Universities within the pilot Hub regions 
linking in with the civic universities commission and 
widening participation initiatives 
There is potential for the VASW Hubs/young artists and to collaborate with 
researchers in their locale. 
See NCPPE: https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/whats-new/blog/artists-
and-researchers-art-sucessful-collaboration 
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3.5 Scoping into support, resourcing and connecting with 
CEP’s and Bridge Organisations utilising expertise and 
sharing practice 
 

3.6 Developing Hub youth arts development programmes 
that learn from best practice and address some the gaps in provision as well 
as potential future ambitions: 
 

3.6.1 Young people working more directly with professional artists and 
arts professionals (regional, national and international at different 
career stages)? (Think of BAS8 artist community commissions and 
offer within traditional art schools). 

 
3.6.2 Potential for the development of artistic practice across the youth 
cycle and age ranges for all. 

 
3.6.3 Availability of practice/studio space for young people and 
exhibition/showcase opportunities both within professional arts 
organisations and local communities. 

 
3.6.4 Training in and supporting for socially engaged practice for 
young people. 

 
3.6.5 Further opportunities for peer-to-peer mentoring amongst young 
people at different ages. 
 
3.6.6 Opportunities for young people to gain accreditation – i.e. Arts 
Award, if not, use Arts Award structure as template for developing a 
programme. 

 

3.7 Availability of direct funding for young people’s artistic 
development similar to a young person’s Develop Your 
Creative Practice Fund (DYCP) 
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3.8 Development of programmes that effectively signpost 
and bridge the gap between those that are unable to/do 
not want to go to university and/or are about to and those 
that have graduated 
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4. Conclusion  
 
In conclusion, through this review of youth visual arts provision in the VASW 
geographic membership areas, the report identifies current best practice, key 
success factors of youth arts programming and what future programming 
could look like and incorporate. Aligned with national, strategic priorities and 
best practice, the recommendations offer a pilot approach for development 
that is youth-centred, considers place, is collaborative, inclusive and enables 
all young people to develop their creativity, skills and talents in the visual arts. 
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5. Coda 
 
From the research there are some questions/provocations that a Youth 
VASW Steering Group might want to consider going forward: 
 

• What is the unique offer of the Visual Arts (in that it isn’t just painting 
and drawing? How can VASW collectively support and hone artistic, 
talent development of young people? What is the cultural relevance for 
young people? 

• Relevance of place and space - where can artistic development be 
nurtured? Within arts organisations or within the communities and 
spaces that young people access and are familiar with? 

• At what age should this start (some organisations support young 
people from 11 years) in order to develop creativity and creative 
interests earlier? 

• How can programmes be more sustainable – what further 
opportunities are there for progression, signposting and mentoring? 

• Where can this offer best be aligned with the Cultural Education 
Partnerships and Bridge Organisations? What role can they play? 

• How can VASW link in further with HEI’s, the arts and art schools 
across the SW region? Are there opportunities for degree 
apprenticeships within the arts? 

 

Scoping/Review process: 
Online scoping via VASW website, Arts Council England, Cultural Learning 
Alliance, Bridge Organisations and VASW member websites. Programmes 
identified were re-reviewed by young people to further highlight best practice 
from young person’s perspectives. 
 

Telephone Interviews/Consultation: 
Emily Bull – Creative Youth Network (CYN) 
Kim Wide - Take A Part 
Raj Patel – Arts Council England 
Kathy Norris - Exeter Phoenix 
Molly Scarborough  
Ellis Bevan-Davis EBYA (Diverse City – inclusive theatre company for 16-30) 
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Upcoming:  
Rachel Woodhead - Tate St Ives (Children and Young People) 
Zoe Li – Somerset Museum (Taunton Youth Republic) 
Kamina Walton - Rising Arts Agency  
 

VASW FUTURE PROOF Conference Workshop 
(September 2019) 
Open Consultation workshop with members and CYN young panel members 
addressing the following questions using a carousel model:  
1. What are the visual arts?  
2. What is currently being provided in the present in terms of best practice?  
3. What is happening in the VASW areas?  
4. What could future provision look like?  
5. Other Ideas and Gaps.  
 

Young people from the Youth Arts Award Leadership 
Network as part of the South East Arts Award Leadership 
Network managed by Artswork:  
Luke Shears 
Megan Hockley 
 
Current National Overview: final report to include conference notes from 5-6 
November 2019, Engage international conference Unlocking Potential: A 
Cultural Entitlement for Children and Young People. 
 
Links with ACE Draft 10 Year Strategy 2020-2030 and areas such as cultural 
relevance and cultural communities. 
 
 
 


